
Congratulations on purchasing the PS2 to PS3 Adapter from Pelican. Pelican’s PS2 to 
PS3 Adapter allows you to utilize PlayStation 2 controllers on your PlayStation 3 game 
system. Compatible with all PS2 controllers including: DualShock 2 controllers, wireless 
controllers, guitars, steering wheels, arcade fighting sticks, dance mats and more. Now 
you can play your PS2 and PS3 games on your PS3 with virtually any controller you 
desire.  

Instructions for controllers, wireless controllers, arcade sticks, steering wheels, 
dance mats, and Guitar Hero 1: *If you wish to play Guitar Hero 2 with a guitar while 
using the adapter, please read the instructions on the backside of this page.

1. Be sure that the switch on the side of the PS2 to PS3 Adapter is set to “N” for       
    normal play. If the switch is set to “GH2” you will have undesirable controller reac- 
    tions. (The “GH2” setting is only used to play Guitar Hero 2 with a guitar. Explained  
    on the backside of this page.) 
2. Insert your PS2/3 adapter into your PS2 peripheral (wired controller, wireless       
    controller, arcade stick, steering wheel, guitar for playing Guitar Hero 1 or dance mat)   
3. Insert the USB side of the PS2 to PS3 Adapter into any PlayStation 3 controller  
    port. (If your PS3 is on, you should see the numbered red lights flashing.) 
4. Press the “Analog” or “Mode” button on your PlayStation 2 peripheral to sync the  
    peripheral up to a controller port. If your peripheral does not have an Analog or  
    Mode button, you can press the “PS” button on the PS2 to PS3 Adapter to sync  
    the peripheral to the controller port. (You should see one red light to indicate  
    which port your peripheral is synched to.) 
5. Your PS2 peripheral should now be active to play your PS3!

PS2 to PS3 Adapter Highlights and Features:

(4 numbered lights – 1,2,3,4) -  These lights mimic the 4 lights 
on a PS3 controller. The light shown indicates which port your 
peripheral is synched to. Flashing lights indicate that a peripheral 
has not been synched.

(PS Button) -  The PS Button allows you to connect your PS2 
peripheral to a controller port and gain control. When you see 
the numbered lights flashing, it means that your controller is 
not yet synched. Press the PS button and your controller will be 
synched up to the first available controller port. When you are 
synched, you should see one light indicating which port you 
have control over and your peripheral should be functional. Also, 
if you hold down the PS Button for five seconds, you will enter 
the PS3 onscreen controller menu. 

N/GH2 Switch (normal/ Guitar Hero 2) - Set this switch to indicate what controller periph-
eral you are using. If you are using any type of controller (DualShock 2 controllers, wireless 
controllers, guitars for Guitar Hero 1, steering wheels, arcade fighting sticks, dance mats) and 
are NOT playing Guitar Hero 2, then set the switch to “N” for Normal. If you are playing Guitar 
Hero 2, then set the switch to “GH2” for Guitar Hero 2. Always be sure that the switch is set 
properly or else your controller may have undesired effects.

(3 lettered lights – M,R,L) - These lights are used to indicate which Guitar Hero 2 mode you are 
in when playing Guitar Hero 2. The green “M” light indicates that you are in “Menu Mode”. The 
red “R” light indicates you are in “Righty Play Mode”. The yellow “L” light indicates that you are 
in “Lefty Play Mode”. These modes are explained in the “Instructions for Guitar Hero 2 Play” on 
the backside of this page.
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Troubleshooting

If you are having difficulties with your PS2 to PS3 Adapter, please refer below:

My controller is not functioning with the PS2 to PS3 Adapter.

- Check to verify that the controller is secure on the PS2 to PS3 adapter and that  
  the adapter is secure on the PS3.  
- Make sure your controller is synched by pressing the Analog Mode button on  
  your controller or the PS button on the PS2 to PS3 Adapter. (Your controller  
  is synched when you see one of the numbered lights remain on. Flashing     
  numbered lights indicates that your controller has not yet been synched.) 
- Check to see if the switch on the side is properly set. Set the switch to “N” if    
  you are playing on any controller except for a guitar for Guitar Hero 2. If you are  
  playing with a guitar for Guitar Hero 2, then set the switch to “GH2”.  
- Make sure that your controller is synched up to controller port one for one player  
  games. If you have other controllers synched before synching the one you are  
  using, you may not be synched up to controller port one   

My controller is not synching up to a controller port.

- Check to verify that the controller is secure on the PS2 to PS3 adapter and that  
  the adapter is secure on the PS3.  
- Press the Analog or Mode button on your controller while the lights are     
  flashing on the adapter to sync the controller to the PS3 controller port. You can  
  also press the PS button on the adapter if your controller does not have an  
  Analog or Mode button.

My lights are not flashing.

- Check to verify that the PS2 to PS3 adapter is secure on the PS3 and that the PS3  
  system is turned on. 

I’m having problems playing Guitar Hero 2 with the adapter.

- Please refer to the section “Instructions for Guitar Hero 2 Play” on the backside of  
  this page and read it in its entirety.

The Sixaxis tilt functionality isn’t working when I’m using the adapter.

- The Sixaxis functionality is not supported by PS2 controllers and therefore  
  cannot function for PS3 games. The PS2 to PS3 Adapter does support tilt func- 
  tional controllers but you must remember to keep the Sixaxis functionality  
  turned off on games that support a Sixaxis option.

For technical questions please visit 
www.pdp.com or call: 1-800-331-3844.
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Console Protection Guarantee 
Pelican’s Console Protection Guarantee assures you of Pelican’s 
commitment to quality and customer satisfaction. The Protection 
Guarantee warrants the connection (the plug port of the video 

game console and the plug of the Pelican peripheral) between the peripheral and your 
video game console system., i.e., that with the proper use of our peripheral (see manual) 
we agree to replace or repair your video game system in the event that our peripheral 
directly causes damage to your game console as a result of our peripheral failing to perform 
properly. Circumstances that may cause our protection guarantee to take effect might be 
one of the following: the video game console does not acknowledge a peripheral which has 
been plugged in, the original peripheral fails to operate after using a Pelican peripheral, and 
other non-pad peripherals fail to operate after using a Pelican peripheral. This protection 
guarantee does not include the video game power supply, any part relating to the CD/DVD 
load and read mechanism, internal operating system, nor the cabinet of the video game 
system. This warranty will not apply if the Pelican peripheral is not used as directed in the 
product manual enclosed. For further information or help, please contact us toll free at (800) 
331-3844 or online at http://www.pdp.com

Warranty Card
Pelican warrants to the original purchaser that the products will be free from defects in materials and / or workmanship for a 
period of 5 years from the date of purchase.  If a defect covered by this warranty occurs during this period, Pelican at its option will 
repair or replace, at no charge, any part that Pelican determines to be defective.  To obtain warranty services during the warranty 
period, send the defective product postage pre-paid, with a money order for $4.00 to cover the return postage and handling, 
along with proof of purchase and the date of purchase to:

Pelican
1840 East 27th Street

Vernon, CA 90058

This warranty shall not apply if the product has been damaged by abuse, misuses, negligence, accident, modification, tampering 
or by any causes unrelated to defective materials and / or workmanship.  Repair or replacement as provided under this warranty 
is Pelican’s exclusive prerogative.  ANY APPLICABLE IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OR MERCHANTABILITY AND 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE HEREBY LIMITED TO 5 YEARS FROM THE DATE OF PURCHASE AND ARE SUBJECT TO THE 
CONDITIONS SET FOURTH IN THIS LIMITED WARRANTY.  IN NO EVENT SHALL PELICAN OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES RESULT FROM THE 
BREACH OF ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES.  This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other legal 
rights, which vary from state to state.

Pelican is a registered trademark, and the Pelican logo is a trademark, of Electro Source LLC/Performance Designed Products.  PlaySta-
tion, PS2, PS3 and DualShock are registered trademarks, and Sixaxis is a trademark, of Sony Computer Entertainment, Inc.  Guitar Hero is 
a trademark of Activision Publishing, Inc.  This product is not designed manufactured, sponsored or endorsed by Sony or Activision.
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Instructions for Guitar Hero 2 play ONLY: 
 

*Please read this section if you plan on playing Guitar Hero 2 with the PS2 to PS3 
Adapter

1. Be sure that the switch on the side of the PS2 to PS3 Adapter is set to “GH2” for  
    Guitar Hero 2 play. If the switch is set to “N” you will have undesirable controller  
    reactions. (The “GH2” setting is only used to play Guitar Hero 2 with a guitar.)

2. Insert any guitar into the PS2 to PS3 Adapter. 

3. Insert the USB side of the PS2 to PS3 Adapter into any PlayStation 3 controller  
    port.

4. Turn on your PS3 by inserting the Guitar Hero 2 game so that the game    
    automatically loads from the PS3 menu.

5. Press the “PS” button on the PS2 to PS3 Adapter to sync the peripheral to  
    the controller port. (You should see one red light to indicate which port your  
    peripheral is synched to.)

6. Your guitar should now be active to play Guitar Hero 2 on your PS3!

Due to the unique nature of Guitar Hero 2, we have installed 3 separate modes to 
help you play Guitar Hero 2 more efficiently and with less hassle. These different 
modes can be changed on the fly at any point in the game so as to not impede on 
your Guitar Hero 2 play sessions. You will know which mode you are currently in 
by the colored letter lights (M, R, L) on the PS2 to PS3 Adapter. Below will explain 
the different menus and what they are used for (Note: this applies to Guitar Hero 
2 only):

MENU MODE (Green “M” light) – This mode is used for making your menu selec-
tions easier by pressing the Green Fret button to accept and the Red Fret button 
to cancel selections or go back. Use this mode when navigating through menus. 
To activate this menu press and hold START + GREEN FRET.

RIGHTY PLAY MODE (Red “R” light) – Use this mode to play your songs in righty 
mode (normal default mode). You can still navigate through menus in this mode 
but the commands are slightly different. To accept or advance through the menu, 
you must press and hold ORANGE FRET + STRUM to accept. If you want to go 
back or cancel, you must press and hold RED FRET + STRUM. (*Note: This is the 
adapter’s default setting)

LEFTY PLAY MODE (Yellow “L” light) – Use this mode to play your songs in lefty 
mode (used for Lefty Flip mode in the video options menu). You can still navigate 
through menus in this mode but the commands are slightly different. To accept 
or advance through the menu, you must press and hold GREEN FRET + STRUM 
to accept. If you want to go back or cancel, you must press and hold BLUE FRET + 
STRUM.
 

PS2 to PS3 Adapter Highlights and Features:

(3 lettered lights – M,R,L) - These lights are used to indicate which Guitar Hero 2 
mode you are in when playing Guitar Hero 2. The green “M” light indicates that 
you are in “Menu Mode”. The red “R” light indicates you are in “Righty Play Mode”. 
The yellow “L” light indicates that you are in “Lefty Play Mode”.  
 

GUITAR HERO 2 QUICK MENU GUIDE: 

M - MENU MODE – (Green) =  
HOLD START + GREEN FRET 

• Use to easily navigate through menus 
• Cannot be used to play songs 
 

R - RIGHTY PLAY – (Red) =  
HOLD START + RED FRET

• This is the adapter’s default setting 
• Use this mode to play songs 
• To advance or ACCEPT in menus, press     
     and hold the ORANGE FRET + STRUM 
• To back out or CANCEL selections, press    
     and hold the RED FRET + STRUM 
 

L - LEFTY PLAY – (Yellow) =  
HOLD START + YELLOW FRET

• Use this mode to play songs if you are     
     lefty (require lefty flip mode)  
• To advance or ACCEPT in menus, press    
     and hold the GREEN FRET + STRUM 
• To back out or CANCEL selections, press     
     and hold the BLUE FRET + STRUM

* Special notes for Guitar Hero 2 play:  - Please note that the Star Power can only 
be activated by pressing the SELECT button. The Star Power will not activate by 
tilting the guitar neck up.  
 

- “Hammer Ons” and “Pull Offs” will not work while playing Guitar Hero 2 while  
   using this adapter. You must strum for each individual note that is played. 
 

- The tutorial mode will not function for Guitar Hero 2 while using the adapter.
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